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Abstract II. THE PREAMPLIFILR ClllCt_lq"
The SLD PADS electronics consist of over 9000 chan-

nels of charge-sensitix;e preamplifiers followed by inte- The preamplifier circuit (Fig. 1), designed by
grated sample/hold data storage, digitizing, and readout B. Wadsworth at MI'F, consists of a conventional op-alnl,
circuitry. This paper uses computer simulation techniques integrator with a discharge-time constant of 100 l_s (well
to analyze critical performance parameters of the pream- within the minimum 8 ms beam crossing at SIX.'.), follow(,d
plifier hybrid including its interactions with the detector by an AC coupled op-amp differentiator that produces a
system. Simulation results are presented and verified with shaped output pulse peaking at 5-7 ps. The output sam-
measured performance, pied at the peak is therefore proportional to the signal

charge at the input to the preanap. In the actual sys-
I, INTRODUCTION tem the output pulse is strobed into a sample-and-I_old

The SLD is a large detector for high-energy colliding circuit at a programmable time (nominally 6 Iss) after
beam experiments, scheduled to go into place at SLAC beam crossing. The nominal charge gain of tile circuit is
at the end of 1990. The WIC (Warm Iron Calorimeter) 1.48 V/nC, and the full-scale charge is 3.4 nC, giving a
is one of man)' detector subsystems; it is used for muon full-scale peak signal output, of about 5 V Special fl_aturesidentification and calorimetry based on charge measure-
ment of signals from limited streamer discharge tubes, of this circuit important for this paper are:
The signals are derived from "pads" coupled to the dis- o The 13 fl series input resistor added to present a
charge tubes in a complex tower structure which has been nominal 50 fl input impedance for line terminat ion
described in the literature [1]. over the frequency of interest,

The WIC pads electronics subsystem consists of o The 680 pF capacitor for charge gain calibration of
9216 channels of charge-sensitive hybridized preampli- the overall system using the external voltage ramp,tiers followed b)' analog data storage, digitization and se-
rial readout [2]. The energy resolution of the calorime- VCAL. It is connected to the circuit input with a
ter requires an overall charge measurement accuracy of FET switch during calibration.
about:l:10%. The completed system has achieved an ac- o The VTEST input that is used for test purposes,
curacy of about:k5%, and which can be used to measure the equivalent

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use shunt detector capacitance, CPAD.
of computer simulation techniques in analyzing and char-
acterizing the performance of the linear front-end circuits o The voltage divider at the output,, which gen(,rates
of the preamplifier. This work permits us to better under- a pedestal of 0.6 V to match to the CD(! san_ple-
stand, and hence control, the qualitative and quantitative and-hold circuit [3].
performance of the overall system.
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Fig. 1 Simulation schematic of the preamplifier. The input current source represents the input charge, while the two voltage,
sources are used for cMibration and VTEST modes, The operational amplifiers are modeled using a Boyle-type subcir(.ui,
model. CPAD represents the detector capacitance, which can vary from 1 to 51 hF.
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The preamplifier circuit a_ shown was produced in large (a)
quantity, ahnost 5000 units, as a dual-channel thick-film ' 6o/ , 'L_,' '_l , .....

t

Taipei, Taiwan, based on a design and layout done at
(9

SLAC. Ali resistors were trimmed to :t:1%, but there was _ 2 ....
no overall active trimming of gain or peaking time. The

acceptancelimit for uncalibratedchargegainwas:t:13% 180_ , ,. ,..... , , -]to allow for component variation. Acceptance lindt of the _ - "-_ I

680 pF calibration capacitor was +2%. 'lhe op-aTlq, :ts ....
originally specified was the National LF351, although it _.180[--

is likely that the actual chips used in maalufacture are of'• r,._ 360 , ,
improved performaalce, namely the LF411. The I,t:411 10Hz 10kHz 100kHz 10MHz

will be used thoughout ali simulations that follow. Frequency
(b)

III. CIRCUIT SIMULATION ANl) MODEI,S 60. ',' i ...... ' ..... _ ...... " _80

' _ _"

The operational amplifiers (type LF411) in the cir- m 45_ MAG

cult are modeled as subcircuits using a Boyle-type oper.,
r3 30

ational amplifier macromodel [4]. This model represents < _
the behavior of the amplifier for both linear and nonlinear :a a_x=

operation, and includes effects from the amplifier open- 15 , 1 , 1 \ _ X -360

loop gain and phase characteristics, output slew rate lim- 10H, 1,0kHz 100kHz 10MHz
iting, finite output resistance, differential and common ,0_ Frequency. _,,xi,L,,

mode voltage gain, input impedance, input bias current,
and output voltage and current limiting. The detector Fig. 2 Simulated (a) and measured (b) small signal frequency

responses of the preamplifier.
system is modeled by a current source (representing the
ionization charge generated in the limited streamer dis- IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND LABORATORY

charge tube) in parallel with a capacitance CPAD (repre- MEASUREMENTS OF THE PREAMPLIFIEIt
senting the physical capacitance of the detector streamer

tube and electrode structure). The measured range of this To test the validity of the circuit model, we have

capacitance in the detector is 1 nF to 50 nF, and varies compared the simulation results with laboratory measure-
due to detector geometry. A rectangular charge versus rnents of the preamplifier. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) prese.nt

time distribution is used for the input signal. The phys- the simulation and measured complex frequency response,

ical signal from the ioniza/_ion process has a more com- while Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the simulation and labo-
plex time structure than this simple model, but. results ratory measurements of the preamplifier complex input.

will show that the exact form of the input charge dis- impedance. There are three regions of interest in these

tribution is not critical. The two voltage sources shown curves. In the low-frequency range (below 1 kHz) t.he
are for the calibration and VTEST function simulations, agreement between simulation and measurement, is excel-

The calibration voltage ramp is used to inject a known lent. In this region the input impedance is dominated by

charge (Q=CCAL*VCAL) into the amplifier to calibrate the 13 f_ input resistor, while the gain characteristic is

the amplifier, as well as ali the subsequent linear process- dominated by the differentiator formed by C10 and the

ing stages. The "on" resistance of the FET calibration second stage. Similarly, in the midband region (between

switch is assumed to be 50 fl in our model. The rise time 1 khz and 2 MItz) there is good agreement in the slm-
for the calibration voltage VCAL (300 ns) is the same ulated and measured curves. The midbarld gain of the

as that used in the physical system. This rise time con- simulation is a little high (55 dB vs. 52 dB measured)

trois the duration of the input calibration current pulse but the overall complex gain characteristic is in general

and limits the instantaneous input current to avoid satu- agreement. The higher ep-amp model gain also explains

ration. Similarly, the negative VTEST voltage source has the difference in input impedance (34 f_ rs. 46 X'_),as it

a 300 ns rise time to correspond to the physical system, can be shown analytically that the input impedance of the

This system has been asmlyzed using commercial first stage in this midband regime is approximately'
electronic CAE tools and a commercial Spice-derivative 1
analog simulation package [5]. The Boyle ep-amp macro- Zin _-, 2rC3 GBW '

model parameters for the LF411 arc also from commercial where GBW is the gain-bandwidth product of the ampli-
vendors [6]. tier.



Fig. 3 Simulated (a) and measured (b) izlput impedances of
the hybrid preamplifier.

The third region in the curves (2 MHz to 100 MHz)
also shows general agreement between the model and the

measurements. The amplifier shows a parallel low Q res-

onance which raises the input impedance to a maximum. Fig. 4 Simulated (a) and measured (b) transient responses for
The model and lab results both show the resonance (simu- full-scale (3400 pC) input charge and zero pad capaciLancc.
lation resonance at 7 MHz, lab measurement at 15 MHz),

and the model predicts a lower maximum impedance of
105 ft versus the measured 150 f_. This discrepancy is Table I

largely due to the simplified representation of the output Time Shift of Sampling Edge Relative to 5 ps

impedance and the absence of parasitic elements in the for Specified Errors
Boyle model (such as lead inductance and parasitic ca-

ERROR - Shift (ps) + Shift (ps)pacitance) that would be significant in this 10-100 MHz

range. The unity gain frequency of the preamplifier is 1% --0.63 0.71

600 khz, so that the major effect of these high-frequency 5% -1.36 1.68
resonances involves the interaction of the physical detec-

tor with the input integrator. In our system the capaci-

tance of the detector system is in parallel with the input V INPUT CHARGE DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS
impedance, so that the input detector capacitance dom-

inates the input impedance at this resonance. For the Figure 5(a) shows the response of the system (with a

frequencies where the system has gain, there is very good nominal 10 nF pad capacitance) to 3400 pC input charges
agreement between the simulation and laboratory mea- with 50, I00, 200 and 300 ns total duration. Note that

surements, the variation in output amplitude at the 6 /_s sampling

Figs. 4(a)and 4(b)show the simulated and measured time is less than 0.2%. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show the

transient responses of the amplifier without any input ca- waveforms at the input node and at the first stage inte-
pacitance CPAD. Note the 5 ps peaking time in both grator output during these short intervals. The dominant

figures and the excellent agreemep.t for the overall pulse effect of the charge duration is to change the amplitude

shape. Table I shows the sensitivity of the system to vari- of the transient voltage developed at the input node, and
ations in sampling time relative to the maximum. The to change slightly the voltage ramp waveform at the first

required time stability for 1% accuracy is eas:_, to achieve, stage output. Thus the overall shape of the input charge
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Fig. 6 Simulation study of detector capacitance effects.

1 Preamp output pulses are shown for a 300 ns 3400 pC input
400 SOns . I I (b) and 1, 11, 2i, 31,41, and 51 nF pad capacitances. A 2 ps shift

mV in peaking time is evident. This shift can be calibrated out to
first order in the gain calibration process.

0 ' ,,, -L

1 _0ns! ! 1 (C)] of 8% would be introduced. Because the peaking time

V _ ] varies from 5 to 7 ps, 6 ps has been selected as an optimum-4 50 -7 I 1 since it minimizes sensitivity to timing variations.

4 1 ! 50ns_,,_,,,,,,,,,,,,.,__.,_,____ VII. CALIBRATION PERFORMANCE;
V _ 300 The preamplifier incorporates a calibration capacitor

-"-T I.. l (d) which is used to inject a known charge into the system.
00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 'This calibratio, system also largely compensates for the

Time (ps) peaking time shift demonstrate:l irl the previous section,'0 ilo 6 rllA_

The calibration capacitor is switched under logic control
via a FET switch. Thus in the calibration mode, this

Fig. 5 Simulation study of input charge duration effects, capacitance appears in parallel with the detector capaci-
(a) Output pulses for the system wit}, a l0 nF detector capac- tance, while it is switched out (FET off) during the nor-
itance and 3400 pC input charge, for durations of 50,100,200 mM operation of the system. There is therefore a residual
and 300 ns. At the 6 _s sampling time, the variations in am- error. The magnitude of this effect is shown in Figure 7,
plitude are less than 0.2%. (b)The waveforms at the detector which shows the residual calibration error ats a function
node, (c) the waveforms at the tirst-stage integrator output, of sampling time over the 1 nF to 51 nF range of detec-
and (d) the waveforms at the preamplifier output, tor capacitance, This effect is greatest for small detector

cap_itance. The error introduced at the 6 ps sampling

distribution is not significant for durations of less than time is seen to be less than 0.4%.

30(1 ns, as ,is the case for signals from the streamer tubes. VIII. EFFECTS OF DETECTOR CAPACITANCE
Similarly, note the importance of the capacitance at the ON THE VTEST FUNCTION
input node This detector capacitance keeps the transient
w)ltage developed al. the amplifier input from exceeding The preamplifier includes a VTEST function to mea-
the different.ial voltage range of the op-arnp inputs, which sure the attached detector capacitance CPAD and to ver-
cotlld occur for high instantaneous currents, ify the connections between the preamplifiers and the de-

tector. It can be shown analytically that the peak voltage

VI. EFFECTS OF VARIATIOIJ OF DETECTOR developed at the preamplifier output is approximately'

CAPACITANCI? V _ -0,041 VTEST 1 + C---_.3 '

Figure 6 pre.hfS a family oi" c.ltput waveforms for Figure 8 shows a family of preamplifier output pulses over
the system with a fixed 3400 pC inp,,t signal, with a pad the range of detector capacitance for VTEST = -2,5 V.
capacitance of 1, 11, 21, 31, 41 and 51 nF, The simulation Figure 9 presents a comparison of the analytic expression
results show a variation in peaking time as well as total with the simulation output sampled at 6 ps. Note that
atriplitude, For the 1 nF to 51 nF range example, a time for large capacitances the mea.surement via ' VTEST may
shift of neatly 2 ps is observed. If a fixed 6 ps sampling be as much as 12% lower than the approximation, Faults
tir, ie were used without any correction, errors iu the range such as shorts or opens in the cables are easily detecte;d,
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Fig. 7 Tile Calibration Residual Error is shown for 1, 11,

21, 31, 41, and 51 nF C,PAD. At tile 6 #s sampliny time, the Fig. 9 Cmrparison of Simulation VTEST functi(,n (sampledresidual is seen to be less than 0.4%.
at 6 #s) wit.. the anaJytical approximatior! for 1, 11, 21, 31,
41, and 51 nF CPAI). The difference increases to -12% at. the:

6 51 rlF ! maximum capacitance of 51 hF.

.... i ' 41 ..... ep-amp model parameters, This effect is not critic.al to
4 the charge measurernent and only affects line termina-

' tion and total charge collection time. Second, the capac-
:_ itance CPAD, a.s determined by the V ILS_I function in

• . the actual system, typically indicates a detector capaci-
2 'i tance considerably lower by some 25-35% than that mea-

! sured by a conventional hand-held digital capacitance me-
ter. Although this discrepancy is not completely under-

J J i stood, it seems quite likely that channel-to=channel capac-
00 5 10 15 20 itive coupling not included in our model is responsible, as

Time (gs) VTEST is pulsed for the detector as a whole. Evidence
'°* "_ obtained by isolating channels on the detector supports

this theory. The sirnulation model could be extended toFig. 8 Simulation study of the VTEST function for -2.5 V
VTEST and 1, 11, 21, 31, 41 and 51 nF CPAD. This function include cross-coupling of multiple channels to study this
is used to measure the detector capacitance in situ and as a effect.
connection check.
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